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Atlantis and Xline support MySQL
Atlantis ERP and x-Line ERP systems have been adjusted to support MySQL 5.6 database
for the following operating systems:







New e-shop sites

Debian Linux
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows

7
8
Server 2008
Server 2012

MySQL database is the most popular open source database due to its constant high-level
performance, reliability and manageability. Since MySQL database operates in Linux
environment it provides the customer with flexibility and cost saving.

Capital Retail Sale
CAPITAL ERP, the most popular software application in the Greek market, is expanding in
retail stores with CAPITAL Retail application.
Thus, Altec Software aims at replacing the cash registers with a flexible IT system, utilizing
and optimizing stores operations, complying at the same with Greek tax legislation.
CAPITAL Retail features:






Graphical User Interface (G.U.I.) focusing at tasks fast running.
Incorporated model of fast installation and customization for instant operation.
Data export in Word, MS Excel, PDF, etc.
Live support by Altec Software and an up-to-date help wizard.

Collaborations

Altec Software broadens its collaboration with Oracle
Altec Software succeeded in broadening its business
collaboration with Oracle. The new collaboration refers to
the distribution of Oracle 11g R2 database, which has been
incorporated into Atlantis ERP and xLine ERP applications.
The database installation, backup and restore procedures
are performed through special utilities developed by Altec
Software.

Atlantis ERP for:

Pet City
Atlantis ERP has been chosen by Pet City to fully cover its IT requirements. Altec Software
has assumed to provide, install and implement Atlantis ERP (Commercial and Financial
Management, Fixed Assets Management, Imports Folders and reference tools) for 40
users.
Pet City, which has a 25-year presence in the Greek market, was founded in 1988. It is a
Greek company which imports and distributes pet food and accessories. Its business
activity in retail sales starts in 1996.
Today, 30 Pet City stores are located in Attica’s most important locations and serve a large
number of customers. Pet City company has been staffed with 350 employees; it has
established more than 100 collaborations with Greek and foreign suppliers, thus constantly
expanding and refreshing its products range. Pet City owns the larger share in pet market
since it is landed in no 1 spot in the specific field.

AEGEAN COMMUNICATION SA
AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. has entrusted Altec Software to fully cover its
operations. Altec Software has assumed to provide, install and implement Atlantis ERP
(Commercial and Financial Management, Web Services and Design & Development tools.
AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. is a model, multi-shareholder firm located in North
Aegean, with business activity in publication, printing and communication field. Its
privately owned establishments include offices, bookbinderies and an ultra modern printing
department. Moreover, AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. branches are located in Limnos
and Lesvos island. AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. is certified to ISO 9001:2008
standards.
“Empros”, the largest circulation in Lesvos prefecture daily newspaper is being edited
published by AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. as well as many other entertaining or and
handy inserts in newspaper, books, tourist and shopping guides, magazines, newsletters of
various organizations and companies etc. Moreover, “Aiolida Publications” which has been
founded by AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. manages the ad placements in the above
mentioned publications.
What is more, AEGEAN COMMUNICATION S.A. provides the on-line edition of “Empros”
newspaper as well as its basic printed matter with more than 4.200 average page views
per publication.

New e-shop sites

REGALINAS
WOMENSWEAR PRODUCTION AND TRADING
Regalinas e-Shop has been successfully developed by Altec Software.
http://www.regalinas.gr/
Regalinas is a Greek women’s fashion brand founded in 1985 and is active in the area of
design, production and trade of women’s clothing.

Since 2001 Regalinas has expanded into retail and now owns 10 brand stores and a
distribution through selected retail boutiques nationwide and in Cyprus.
By maintaining high standards in production Regalinas’ philosophy is that the best possible
quality at the best possible price ensures success.

The e-Shop has offered Regalinas the opportunity to:






Distribute its clothes all over Greece and abroad.
Display its products, in every color combination through the Look Book.
Allow the customers to make easy and safe purchases through the secure
environment of the biggest financial organizations.
Provide credibility to customers, since the online connection of the e-Shop with
xLine ERP, allows them to constantly check the availability of products per color
and size; finally, it automates the procedure of orders update.

AGRIPAN SA
GROUP OF COMPANIES
AGRIPAN SA e-Shop has been successfully developed by Altec Software (B2B e-Shop),
http://b2b.agripan.gr/
The e-Shop addresses to wholesale customers and covers the distribution of Car Tires,
Spare Parts for Agricultural Machinery, Spare Parts for Cars, Waterpan systems for water
treatment and Tools department.
The entire project has been designed and implemented by Altec Software. An ultra modern
and dynamic e-Shop, online connected with Atlantis ERP, has been developed to meet
AGRIPAN SA specific requirements.

UNIMAC SA
MACHINERY -TOOLS
UNIMAC SA e-Shop has been successfully developed by Altec Software (e-commerce),
http://b2b.unimac.gr/
UNIMAC SA is one of the biggest companies of importing and distributing technological
equipment (machinery and tools) in Greece.
The great variety of the products covers a wide spectrum of the needs of the industry
specialist as well as those of a demanding DIY customer. In the past few years the
company has been realizing a wide extension of its range to DIY products and home
technical equipment which the end-users can acquire through the technical stores that cooperate with our company in every part of Greece.
UNIMAC SA aims at developing a channel of products distribution which will operate 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.
The e-commerce platform allows the wholesale customers to order products, either by
adding them in their basket or by viewing the e-catalogs and clicking on the desired
product code in order to add the product in their basket.
The connection of the B2B platform with Atlantis ERP grants the customer the right to
check products’ availability, be informed about the date and quantity of the expected
products. Moreover, it ensures that the pricing policy between the customer and the
company is applied too. Finally, the customers are constantly being informed for their
financial status as well as their order history.
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